Abstract-In this paper, we present a control framework that allows magnetic microrobot teams to accomplish complex micromanipulation tasks captured by global linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas. To address this problem, we propose an optimal control synthesis method that constructs discrete plans for the robots that satisfy both the assigned tasks as well as proximity constraints between the robots due to the physics of the problem. The proposed algorithm relies on an existing optimal control synthesis approach combined with a novel sampling-based technique to reduce the state-space of the product automaton that is associated with the LTL specifications. The synthesized discrete plans are executed by the microrobots independently using local magnetic fields. Simulation studies show that the proposed algorithm can address large-scale planning problems that cannot be solved using existing optimal control synthesis approaches. Moreover, we present experimental results that also illustrate the potential of the method in practice. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first control framework that allows independent control of teams of magnetic microrobots for temporal micromanipulation tasks.
with each other in manipulating a single object or multiple objects in a sequential manner. The ability to manipulate such objects autonomously in a sequential manner can potentially revolutionize the microassembly operations where a microscale component will be moved with a microrobot to the workspace to be assembled with its counterpart carried by another robot to create a heterogenous product. These unique features give rise to a new set of constraints on the design of the robots as well as provide unique opportunities for the development of novel actuation and planning techniques.
In this paper, we propose a novel control framework for teams of magnetic microrobots responsible for accomplishing temporal micromanipulation tasks. We have utilized an 8 × 8 planar magnetic coil array from our previous work [1] - [3] and developed a new 11 × 11 planar magnetic coil array for use as an actuation system for independently controlling multiple microrobots. Each coil can be switched on or off independently creating a local magnetic field to only actuate the microrobot in its vicinity. Therefore, the coil array is suitable for the control framework to achieve temporal actuation of microrobots. This magnetic substrate partitions the workspace into square cells giving rise to a transition system that models the robot motion. The micromanipulation tasks that the robots need to accomplish are captured using global linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas that also incorporate proximity constraints that the robots need to satisfy during their motion, that are due to the physics of the problem. To generate high-level plans for the robots, we propose a novel optimal control synthesis algorithm that combines an existing temporal logic planning method with a new sampling-based technique that reduces the state-space of the product automaton associated with the LTL statement. Given the transition systems that abstract the robot mobility, the key idea is to create smaller transition systems that may not be as expressive as the original ones, but they can still generate motion plans that satisfy the assigned LTL tasks. In this way, the method can solve large planning problems arising from large magnetic coil arrays, large numbers of robots, and complex temporal tasks, which is not possible using existing optimal control synthesis methods. Finally, given discrete high-level plans for the robots, we control the magnetic fields within each cell in the workspace so that the robots can navigate across cells as specified by the discrete high-level plans. We present local magnetic field actuation experiments that illustrate the approach. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first control framework for magnetic microrobots accomplishing temporal micromanipulation tasks that has also been successfully demonstrated in practice. A preliminary description of the proposed planning method is summarized in the extended abstract [4] . Compared to [4] , we analyze the complexity of the proposed algorithm while extensive simulation and experimental studies are provided.
A. Related Work
Contact-based manipulation where two to four micromanipulators with point contacts are coordinated to grasp an object and transport it to a goal location have been demonstrated in [5] - [10] . Rather than using multiple manipulators, a flexible microgripper attached to a multi-DOF manipulator can be used to realize a pick-and-place operations as demonstrated in [11] and [12] . Manipulator and microgripper-based manipulation for microassembly operations based on microsnap fasteners has also been demonstrated [13] - [16] . In many of these applications, several parts need to be soldered for making stable electrical connections. Venkatesan and Cappelleri [17] have replaced one of the micromanipulators in their assembly cell with a soldering iron along with an automated solder feed mechanism to realize a flexible soldering station for microassembly operations. These pick-and-place approaches are suitable for fast serialized operations where the gripper or manipulators are designed to handle only one type of the object.
Another powerful approach for micromanipulation tasks is to replace the fixed manipulator with mobile microrobots. Each microrobot can be equipped with a customized gripper suitable for handling a particular object. Due to their small size, global actuation fields (e.g., magnetic field, optical field, and physiological energy) are typically utilized as actuation mechanisms for microscale robots [18] . However, actuating multiple robots with a global field is challenging as it is difficult to apply individual and/or independent control on the robots. To address this challenge, optical manipulation methods have been recently developed where a single laser beam is split into multiple paths with the help of a spatial light modulator or high speed mirror technology [19] - [29] . However, the optical manipulation is only suitable for objects that are less than 10 μm in size due to the very small actuation force (on the order of pico-Newtons) that can be generated by the laser beam.
Magnetic fields can generate forces as high as on the order of micro-Newtons and can also be modulated into various forms with minimum effort. Hence, magnetic fields have become a very useful tool to address a variety of applications from biology [30] - [35] to microassembly [36] . To obtain the independent control, there have been various approaches that introduce heterogeneity into the robots so that they can be affected by the same field in a significantly different fashion [37] - [39] . In this way, controllers can be developed that can control multiple robots somewhat independently of each other with the same global input [40] . Another approach is to utilize the influence zone of a particular magnetic coil and partition the workspace accordingly so that identical robots can be controlled by dedicated coils without affecting the others [41] . Hybrid approaches, where a magnetic field actuates a robot while an electrostatic surface is selectively activated to make the other robot static have also been proposed for independent control with magnetic global fields [42] . While the approaches presented above allow for different behaviors of the microrobots in the workspace, these motions are still coupled to some degree. Therefore, they are not useful when the robots need to truly independently operate in the workspace. Moreover, these approaches are not scalable since the complexity of coupled dynamics increases as the number of robots increases in the workspace. In addition, the controller needs to account for the motion constraints of the robots that might make some manipulation tasks in the workspace unattainable by the robots. In a truly independent system, the robots will not have any motion constraints due to the nature of actuation, and hence, will operate under fewer constraints that will help in achieving complex manipulation tasks.
To overcome the challenges in controlling microrobots independently using global magnetic fields, Pelrine et al. [43] developed a four layer printed circuit board that generates local magnetic fields for independent control of multiple homogeneous mm-scale robots. Similarly, arrays of multiple mm-scale planar coils have been proposed in [1] that generate local magnetic fields large enough to actuate multiple small scale robots independently. This design was successfully experimentally demonstrated for autonomous navigation in [2] and [3] . Chowdhury et al. [44] , [45] proposed a similar small scale array of current carrying wires arranged on a planar substrate. The array can be provided with current individually to actuate micron-sized robots independent of each other.
The planning algorithm proposed in [3] and [45] computes the waypoints for each robot separately, without considering the other robots, and does not consider proximity constraints between the robots due to the physics of the problem, e.g., the magnetic forces applied between robots. Hence, the waypoints computed in [3] and [45] need to be recomputed frequently to account for such constraints. Moreover, the planning problems addressed in [3] and [45] are restricted to point-to-point navigation and cannot incorporate high-level tasks, such as sequential or temporal navigation and operation, that are typical in manipulation. Control synthesis for mobile robots under complex tasks, such as those of interest here, can be captured by LTL formulas. These build upon either bottom-up approaches when independent LTL expressions are assigned to robots [46] - [48] or top-down approaches when a global LTL formula describing a collaborative task is assigned to a team of robots [49] , [50] . Common in the above works is that they rely on model checking theory [51] , [52] to find paths that satisfy LTL-specified tasks, without optimizing task performance. Optimal control synthesis under local and global LTL specifications has been addressed in [53] - [57] and [58] - [60] , respectively. In top-down approaches [58] - [60] , optimal discrete plans are derived for every robot using the individual transition systems that capture robot mobility and a nondeterministic Büchi automaton (NBA) that represents the global LTL specification. Specifically, by taking the synchronous product among the transition systems and the NBA, a synchronous product automaton can be constructed. Then, representing the latter automaton as a graph and using graph-search techniques, optimal motion plans can be derived that satisfy the global LTL specification and optimize a cost function. As the number of robots or the size of the NBA increases, the state-space of the product automaton grows exponentially and, as a result, graph-search techniques become intractable. Consequently, these motion planning algorithms scale poorly with the number of robots and the complexity of the assigned task. To the contrary, the method we propose here scales to much larger planning problems that are typical for micromanipulation tasks. Sampling-based approaches for optimal temporal logic control synthesis have been recently proposed by Kantaros and Zavlanos [61] . Although [61] completely avoids the construction of the product automaton and, therefore, it is more resource efficient, it is probabilistically complete which means that it theoretically requires an infinite number of iterations to find a feasible motion plan. To the contrary, here, we show that the proposed algorithm can find a feasible solution, if it exists, in a finite number of iterations.
B. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are the following. First, to the best of our knowledge, we present the first planning method for the independent control of teams of magnetic microrobots for temporal micromanipulation tasks, that has also been demonstrated successfully in practice. Second, the proposed planning method is able to solve much larger planning problems, that are typical for micromanipulation tasks, compared to existing optimal control synthesis techniques. Third, with respect to local magnetic field actuation of mobile microrobots, we have identified new diagonal static equilibrium points in the workspace that allow for additional waypoints for path planning and diagonal robot trajectories. We have also systematically characterized and utilized the surrounding coils of the robot to obtain predictable motions between workspace waypoints. Finally, the experimental results of the proposed algorithm exhibit temporal synchronization of multiple magnetic microrobots being independently controlled in the workspace for the first time. Experiments with two, three, and four microrobots are presented. Additionally, a two robot microassembly experiment has been demonstrated to show the potential for using the system for micromanipulation and assembly tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the theory behind using the local magnetic field actuation for magnetic microrobot control. The problem we are solving is defined in Section III. Next, the proposed method for temporal planning for microrobot teams is described in Section IV followed by simulation results using the method in Section V. The microrobot experimental testbed is described in Section VI along with validation and multirobot LTL experiments. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD ACTUATION
Consider the 8 × 8 planar array of magnetic coils developed in [1] - [3] and shown schematically in Fig. 1 , and permanent magnetic disc-shaped microrobots with diameters smaller than the footprint of a single coil. Each magnetic coil has a radius of influence R I coil that corresponds to a distance from the coil center. If a robot is within a distance of R I coil from the center of the coil, it will be influenced when the coil is activated. If the magnetic robot is greater than R I coil from the coil center, the activated coil will not affect the robot. The magnetic field generated by the a single planar coil can be evaluated by considering it as a series of finite wire segments in a spiral fashion. The force F on a body with magnetization m due to an external magnetic flux density B generated by single coil is F = ( m · ∇) B. A disc shaped robot has the peak magnetization in the Z-direction ( a z ), and hence, the value m can be approximated as m = m z a z and the force components in the X, Y, and Z-directions computed accordingly [3] .
For a constant height at which the field gradient is measured, the magnetic flux densities and gradients experienced by the magnetic robot along the Y-axis in the YZ plane are shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, for a current flowing in the positive X-axis direction, the magnetic robot experiences a force in the negative Y-axis due to negative magnetic gradients. Thus, for a series of wires laid parallel to the X-axis, with currents all flowing in the same direction, the magnetic robot will translate in the Y-direction.
The currents in a spiral coil then will either repulse, force the robot outward, or attract, pull the robot toward its center, depending on the direction of current flowing through the coil. The net forces on a robot for a fixed direction of current are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Each coil acts like an electromagnet. When the robot has attractive potential, it is like the coil having a magnetic moment in the same direction as that of the robot. This will attract the robot if it's inside the bounds of the coil. Meanwhile, if the robot is out of the bounds of the coil, the coil and robot will repel each other like two magnets aligned parallel in the workspace. Therefore, a repulsive potential generated by the coil will push the magnet to the outer border of the coil.
To define waypoints (goal locations) for the robot, it is important that they are at equilibrium points, i.e., points at lowest potential. In our previous work, it was believed that these equilibrium points only existed at the center of each coil, limiting the waypoints for path planning and trajectories to orthogonal moves in the workspace. Here, we have identified an additional equilibrium point at the corner positions of each coil (diagonal positions in the workspace). The robot remains in the center of the coil if the coil "attracts" the robot, and it remains in the diagonal (corner) position if all the surrounding coils "repel" the robot. However, to reliably move from a center waypoint to a diagonal waypoint, all nine neighboring coils of the robot are needed, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The repulsing coils push the robot to the diagonal goal while the outer surrounding attracting coils help direct the robot toward the diagonal. Since the robot is outside the borders of these attracting coils, they actually repulse the robot. This makes sure that the robot moves in a predictable manner to the diagonal waypoint. In order to move from a diagonal waypoint to a center waypoint, the robot simply has to reside in the influence radius R I coil of the corresponding coil. It will then get pulled to the static equilibrium at the center of the attracting coil, as shown in [see Fig. 3(d) ]. All of these possible center and diagonal equilibrium points in the workspace yield the potential waypoints for path planning.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a team of N microrobots residing in a magnetic workspace with R waypoints/locations described in Section II. The positions of the microrobots and the waypoints are denoted by x i (t) and c j , respectively, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}.
A. Discrete Abstraction of Robot Mobility
Robot mobility in the workspace can be represented by a weighted Transition System (wTS) defined as follows [51] ; see also Fig. 4 . 
is the set of atomic propositions, where the atomic proposition π Next, given wTS i for all robots, the product transition system (PTS) is constructed, which captures all the possible combinations of robots' states in their respective wTS i and is defined as follows [51] .
where:
is an observation/output relation giving the set of atomic propositions that are satisfied at a state. In what follows, we give definitions related to the PTS, that we will use throughout the rest of the paper. An infinite path τ of a PTS is an infinite sequence of states,
where k is an index that points to the kth entry of τ denoted by τ (k). A finite path of a PTS can be defined accordingly. The only difference with the infinite path is that a finite path is defined as a finite sequence of states of a PTS. Given the definition of the weights w PTS in Definition 3.2, the cost of a finite path τ , denoted by J f (τ ), can be defined as
(
In (1), |τ | stands for the number of states in τ . In words, the cost (1) captures the total cost incurred by all robots during the execution of the finite path τ . The trace of an infinite path τ = τ (1)τ (2)τ (3) . . . of a PTS, denoted by trace(τ ) ∈ (2 AP ) ω , where ω denotes infinite repetition, is an infinite word that is determined by the sequence of atomic propositions that are true in the states along τ , i.e., trace(τ ) = L(τ (1))L(τ (2)) . . . . The trace of a transition system PTS is defined as trace(PTS) = τ ∈P trace(τ i ), where P is the set of all infinite paths τ of PTS.
B. Task Specification
In what follows, we assume that the microrobot team has to accomplish a complex collaborative task encapsulated by a global LTL statement φ defined over the set of atomic propositions AP = {{π
. The basic ingredients of an LTL formula are a set of atomic propositions AP, the Boolean operators, i.e., conjunction ∧, and negation ¬, and two temporal operators, next and until U. For the sake of brevity, we abstain from presenting the derivations of other Boolean and temporal operators, e.g., always , eventually ♦, implication ⇒, which can be found in [51] . For instance, consider the following temporal task
where π c j i is an atomic proposition that is true only if robot i is located at c j of the magnetic workspace. In words, the task described in (2) requires robot 1 to move part 1 of an object to location c 30 . Once this happens, robot 1 moves back to location c 54 , Then robot 2, moves to location c 30 to take over the task. Then, robot 2 moves part 1 of this object to location c 54 and then eventually robot 3 that carries part 2 of the considered object moves to location c 28 to finalize the assembly task.
Also, we require that as the microrobots move to accomplish the assigned temporal task, the distance between them is always greater than R I robot > 0, where R I robot is the radius of influence of a robot with respect to another in the same workspace; see also Fig. 4 . Note that R I robot > R I coil . Robots closer together than R I robot will attract or repel each other. This way, we ensure that the magnetic fields used for mobility of robot i do not induce movement of any robot j = i. This requirement can encapsulated by the following LTL statement
Consequently, the robots need to navigate the magnetic workspace so that the global LTL statement
is satisfied.
C. Cost of Infinite Paths τ |= φ
Given an LTL formula φ, we define the language Words(φ) = {σ ∈ (2 AP ) ω |σ |= φ}, where |=⊆ (2 AP ) ω × φ is the satisfaction relation, as the set of infinite words σ ∈ (2 AP ) ω that satisfy the LTL formula φ. Given such a global LTL formula φ and an infinite path τ of a PTS satisfies φ if and only if trace(τ ) ∈ Words(φ), which is equivalently denoted by τ |= φ.
In what follows, we describe how an infinite path τ that satisfies an LTL formula φ can be written in a finite representation, and then, we define its cost. First, we translate the LTL formula φ defined over a set of atomic propositions AP into a nondeterministic Büchi automaton (NBA) that is defined as follows [51] , [62] . Given the PTS and the NBA B that corresponds to the LTL φ, we can now define the (PBA) P = PTS ⊗ B, as follows [51] .
Definition 3.4 (Product Büchi Automaton):
Given the product transition system PTS = (Q PTS , q
B is the set of initial states;
;
and q P = (q PTS , q B );
is the set of accepting/final states. Given the PBA, we can represent an infinite path τ |= φ in a finite form. Specifically, any infinite path τ that satisfies an LTL formula φ can be written in a finite representation, called prefixsuffix structure, i.e., τ = τ pre [τ suf ] ω , where the prefix part τ pre is executed only once followed by the indefinite execution of the suffix part τ suf [55] - [57] . The prefix part τ pre is the projection of a finite path of the PBA, i.e., a finite sequence of states of the PBA, denoted by p pre , onto Q PTS , which has the following structure:
The suffix part τ suf is the projection of a finite path of the PBA, denoted by p suf , onto Q PTS , which has the following structure:
where (q
. Then, the goal is to compute a plan
where Π| PTS stands for the projection on the state-space Q PTS , so that the LTL formula φ in (4) is satisfied and the following objective function is minimized:
which captures the total cost incurred by all robots during the execution of the prefix and a single execution of the suffix part.
In (8), J f (τ pre ) and J f (τ suf ) stands for the cost of the prefix and suffix part, where the cost function
). The problem that we address in this paper is summarized as follows.
Problem: Determine a motion plan τ for the team of microrobots such that φ in (4) is accomplished, i.e., the assigned temporal task captured by φ task is accomplished and independent mobility of all robots is ensured as per φ c , while minimizing the total cost (8).
IV. TEMPORAL LOGIC PLANNING FOR MICROROBOT TEAMS
To solve the problem as defined, known optimal control synthesis techniques can be employed that rely on graph search techniques applied to the product automaton defined in Definition 3.4. In Section IV-A, we briefly summarize such methods. Then, in Section IV-B, we develop a modification to this algorithm that allows us to construct wTS with smaller state-spaces that generate words that satisfy the LTL formula φ = φ task ∧ φ c .
A. Existing Optimal Control Synthesis Methods
The problem at hand is typically solved by applying graphsearch methods to the PBA, see e.g., [55] - [57] . Specifically, to generate a motion plan τ that satisfies φ and minimizes the cost function (8), the PBA is viewed as a weighted directed graph G P = {V P , E P , w P }, where the set of nodes V P is indexed by the set of states Q P , the set of edges E P is determined by the transition relation −→ P , and the weights assigned to each edge are determined by the function w P . Then, we find the shortest paths from the initial states to all reachable final states q P ∈ Q F P and projecting these paths onto the PTS results in the prefix parts τ pre,f , where f = {1, . . . , |Q F P |}. The respective suffix parts τ suf,f are constructed similarly by computing the shortest cycle around the f th final state. All the resulting motion plans
ω satisfy the LTL specification φ. Among all these plans, we can easily compute the optimal plan that minimizes the cost function defined in (8) by computing the cost J(τ f ) for all plans and selecting the one with the smallest cost; see, e.g., [56] , [57] , [59] , and [60] .
B. Proposed Optimal Control Synthesis Approach
The optimal control synthesis algorithm discussed in Section IV-A relies on the construction of a synchronous PTS among all robots in the network. As a result, it suffers from the state explosion problem and, therefore, it is resource demanding and scales poorly with the number of robots. Specifically, the worst case complexity of that algorithm is Algorithm 1: Update wTS i . 
To decrease the complexity of this model checking algorithm, we develop a novel method that aims to reduce the state-space of the PTS and, consequently, the cardinality of the sets E P and V P by taking into account the atomic propositions that appear in the LTL expression φ. Specifically, the algorithm checks at which regions these atomic propositions are satisfied and then constructs paths toward those regions. This way, different LTL expressions will result in different wTS's. To achieve this, we construct wTS's, denoted by wTS i so that 
In other words, the goal is to construct wTS i that may not be as "expressive" as wTS i , since trace(wTS i ) ⊆ trace(wTS i ), but have smaller state-spaces and are able to generate motion plans that satisfy the LTL formula φ. Note that for wTS i and wTS i it holds that Q i ⊆ Q i while both wTSs are defined over the same set of actions A i , the same transition rule proposition appears in φ more than once, both with and without the negation operator, then it is included in both sets. For example, consider the following φ: Given wTS i,0 , we construct the corresponding PBA defined as P 0 = (⊗ ∀i wTS i,0 ) ⊗ B. Given the sets of states Q i,0 , we define the sets S i ⊆ Q i,0 that collect states in q i ∈ Q i,0 that if visited by robot i, then the LTL formula might be violated. These sets will be used for the reconstruction of the PBA at iteration k ∈ {1, . . . } of Algorithm 1. The sets S i are defined are generated and the statespaces Q i,m +1 are constructed, the corresponding PBA P m +1 = (⊗ ∀i wTS i,m +1 ) ⊗ B is constructed as well. Instead of reconstructing the PBA P m +1 from scratch, which is a computationally expensive step, we construct it by updating P m as per Algorithm 2. Specifically, P m +1 is initialized as P 
C. Complexity Analysis
In this section, we discuss the computational complexity of Algorithm 1. At every iteration m of Algorithm 1, we check if prefix-suffix plans that satisfy the assigned LTL specification can be generated based on the corresponding PBA P m . To check that, we compute the shortest paths from the initial states to the final states of the PBA (prefix parts) and the shortest cycles around these final states (suffix parts). Viewing the constructed PBA P m as a graph with set of nodes and edges denoted by V P ,m and E P ,m , respectively, we get that the computational complexity of this process is O((|E P ,m | + |V P ,m | log(|V P ,m |))(|Q Finally, viewing the PBA as a graph the memory required to store it using its adjacency list is O(|V P ,m | + |E P ,m |). Note that this is much smaller than the memory O(|V P ,m | + |E P ,m |) required to store the original PBA, since V P ,m ⊆ V P and E P ,m ⊆ E P , for all m ∈ {0, 1, . . . } by construction. This allows us to solve larger planning problems that the existing approaches cannot manipulate due to memory requirements.
Remark 4.3 (Construction of wTS):
Note that there may exist cases where the resulting transition systems, constructed by Algorithm 1, are the same as the original ones. For example, this can happen if Π i = L i (Q i ), for all robots i, i.e., if all states in the original transition systems are associated with atomic propositions that appear in the assigned task φ, since then Q i,0 = Q i . Also, if an infeasible LTL task is assigned to the robots then eventually the algorithm will eventually construct wTSs with Q i,m = Q i , for all robots i. In these cases, the algorithm cannot reduce the computational cost of synthesizing motion plans.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present three case studies, implemented using MATLAB R2015b on a computer with Intel Core i7-2670QM at 2.2 GHz and 4 GB RAM, that illustrate the proposed algorithm. The considered case studies pertain to motion planning problems with PBA that have 273,325, 21,340,375, and 512, 778, 725, 000 ≈ 5 · 10 11 states, respectively. Recall that the state-space of the PBA defined in Definition 3.4 has Π N i=1 |Q i ||Q B | states. Note that the last two case studies pertain to planning problems that cannot be solved by the standard optimal control synthesis algorithms [58] - [60] , discussed in Section I, that rely on the explicit construction of the PBA defined in Section IV-A due to memory requirements. In fact, the MATLAB implementation of the algorithm described in Section IV-A cannot synthesize plans for PBA with more than few millions of states and transitions. Also, the sampling-based optimal control synthesis algorithm in [61] using uniform density functions failed to find a feasible solution within 55 h for the third case study although, in general, it can solve problems with order 10 10 states. The algorithm proposed here can solve larger planning problems than [61] , if the size of the sets |Π i |, i.e., the number of atomic propositions that appear in the tasks, are small and/or if the length (number of states) of the shortest paths computed to construct the initial wTS's wTS 0,i are small. In all case studies, the costs w i , defined in Definition 3.1 are associated with the distance between states. Also, we select R I r o b o t = 3, R I robot = 3.7, and R I robot = 0.9 distance units for the first, second, and third case study. Finally, notice that the off-the-shelf model checkers SPIN [63] and NuSMV [64] cannot be used to synthesize plans that satisfy the LTL formula in (4). The reason is that weights associated with distance need to be assigned to transitions of the wTS's, which is not possible in either SPIN or NuSMV. Videos of the simulations for all case studies can be viewed in Supplemental Video 1.
A. Case Study I
In the first simulation study, we consider a network of N = 2 microrobots residing in a workspace, as shown in Fig. 6 , with |Q i | = 145, for both robots. The assigned temporal task is described by the following LTL formula: 4 5 r ) ∧ (¬π c 4 5 r Uπ c 4 6 r ) ∧ (π c 4 5 r → (¬π c 4 5 r Uπ
Specifically, the task in (11) requires the following: a) the red robot to visit location c 45 infinitely often; The while-loop in Algorithm 1 was executed for two iterations until a motion plan is synthesized adding three states to the wTS of the red and the blue robot, respectively, that belong to the neighborhood of location c 45 ∈ S r and c 99 ∈ S b . Note that the proposed algorithm required 5 min to synthesize a motion plan that satisfies the LTL formula (11) . On the other hand, the existing optimal control synthesis method presented in Section IV-A synthesized the optimal plan in 30 h, as it has to construct a larger PBA.
The state-spaces of the constructed wTS's have |Q r,2 | = 14 and |Q b,2 | = 16 states and the resulting PBA has 2912 states among which 760 are final states. Notice that state-space of the PBA has been decreased by almost 99%. The constructed wTS for both robots are depicted in Fig. 7(a) . Notice that S r = {c 45 } and S b = Q b . The prefix and suffix part of the plan that satisfies φ = φ task ∧ φ c , where φ task is given in (11) are depicted in Figs. 6 and 8, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the minimum distance among the robots during the execution of the prefix part and a single execution of the suffix part. Observe that the minimum distance between the robots is always greater than the robot influence radius R I robot , as expected.
B. Case Study II
In the second simulation study, we consider a team of N = 3 microrobots that reside in the same workspace considered in the previous case study. The microrobot team is responsible for accomplishing the following temporal task:
In words the LTL-based task in (12) Notice that state-space of the PBA has been decreased by almost 99% again. The initially constructed wTS's for all three robots are depicted in Fig. 7(b) . Notice that S r = Q r , S b = Q b , and S g = Q g . Also, the initially constructed wTS's determined Fig. 7 . Graphical depiction of the wTS constructed for each robot for (a) case study I, (b) case study II, and (c) case study III. The transition system for the red, blue, green, magenta, and black robots are depicted with corresponding color. In (a) the yellow diamonds and brown squares correspond to states that were added to the wTS at the first and the second iteration of Algorithm 1. Red filled regions stand for obstacles in the workspace.
by the sets S r , S g , and S b are expressive enough to generate a plan that satisfies the temporal logic task (12) . As a result, the while-loop in Algorithm 1 did not introduce any states to the wTS's. Note that the proposed algorithm required 37 min to synthesize a motion plan that satisfies the LTL formula (12) . The prefix and suffix part of this plan are depicted in Figs. 10 and 11 , respectively. The minimum distance among the robots during the execution of the algorithm always satisfy the LTL specification φ c defined in (3).
C. Case Study III
In the second simulation study, we consider a team of N = 5 microrobots that reside in the same workspace considered in the previous case studies. The microrobot team is responsible for 
, and k ∈ {19, . . . , 25}. The projection of the states τ suf (3), τ suf (7), τ suf (13), τ suf (15), τ suf (19) , and τ suf (25) onto the wTS of the red and blue robots are depicted by red and blue disks, respectively, in each figure. The red and blue circles illustrate the part of the workspace that falls within the influence radius of the red and blue robots, respectively. accomplishing the following temporal task:
In words the LTL task in (12) requires the following: a) the red, the blue, and the black robots to visit locations c 89 , c 54 , and c 114 infinitely often; b) the green and the red robots to visit locations c 87 and c 43 simultaneously and infinitely often; c) the blue and the black robots to visit locations c 4 and c 12 simultaneously and infinitely often; d) the blue and the magenta robots to visit locations c 14 and c 21 simultaneously and infinitely often; , and |Q k,0 | = 10 states and the corresponding PBA P 0 has 291 600 states among which 19 960 are final states. These wTS's are expressive enough to generate a plan that satisfies (13) and are depicted in Fig. 7(c) . Note that 55 h were required to synthesize the optimal plan. Specifically, 18 h were required to construct the product automaton P 0 and 37 h were required to construct the prefix and suffix part for each final state in P 0 to select the prefixsuffix plan with the minimum cost. Notice that S i = Q i,0 , for all robots i ∈ {r, g, b, m, k}. The minimum distance among the robots during the execution of the algorithm always satisfy the LTL specification φ c defined in (3).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Mobile Microrobot System
We have developed two platforms to independently actuate multiple microrobots using local magnetic fields (see Fig. 12 ). The first platform is an 8 × 8 array of planar microcoils each with Fig. 10 . Case Study II: Robot trajectories due to the execution of the prefix part τ pre . Fig. 10(a)-(d) illustrates the states τ pre (k) of the prefix part, for k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, k ∈ {4, . . . , 11}, k ∈ {11, . . . , 20}, and k ∈ {20, . . . , 28}. The projection of the states τ pre (4), τ pre (11), τ pre (20) , and τ pre (28) onto the wTS of the red, blue, and green robots are depicted by red, blue, and green disks, respectively. The red, blue, and green circles illustrate the part of the workspace that falls within the influence radius of the red, blue, and green robots in these states.
a dimension of 4.33 mm × 4.33 mm, as shown in Fig. 12(i) . Each planar microcoil has a winding width of 178 μm, an out-of-plane winding thickness of 178 μm, and a winding spacing of 178 μm with 5 turns. The second platform has an 11 × 11 array of similarly sized coils is used for more advanced experiments with larger numbers of robots, as shown in Fig. 12(iii) . Each winding is rectangular in shape for the ease of fabrication. Each coil is capable of generating a local magnetic field that is dominant only in its vicinity. The coils and the traces are separated by a thick insulation layer of approximately 1.5 mm which provides sufficient isolation. A layer of Teflon or a thin glass cover slip is used as an insulation layer between the coils and the robots. The surface is also covered with a thin layer of silicone oil to reduce the friction between the robots and the workspace.
The current in each coil can be controlled through four to eight custom control units [see Fig. 12 (ii)]. Each control unit allows for the individual control of the magnitude and direction of current through sixteen coils. The direction of the current is switched using a voltage level shifter I/O SX1509 (Sparkfun Electronics), and the magnitude of the current is controlled by regulating the supply voltage using a PWM driver PCA9685 (Adafruit) into a motor controller DRV8838 (Pololu Corporation) which supplies the current to drive each coil. A set of 16 coils are controlled using a single GPIO and PWM driver board, to which communications are sent over an I2C interface. The Fig. 11 . Case Study II: Robot trajectories due to a single execution of the suffix part τ suf . Fig. 11(a)-(d) illustrates the states τ suf (k) of the suffix part, for k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, k ∈ {4, . . . , 11}, k ∈ {11, . . . , 23}, and k ∈ {20, . . . , 34}. The projection of the states τ suf (4), τ suf (11), τ suf (23) , and τ suf (34) onto the wTS of the red, blue, and green robots are depicted by red, blue, and green disks, respectively, in Fig. 11(a)-(d) . The red, blue, and green circles illustrate the part of the workspace that falls within the influence radius of the red, blue, and green robots when their states are determined by τ suf (4), τ suf (11), τ suf (23) , and τ suf (34) . motor driver provides currents up to 1 A to each coil, and the external current supply can supply up to 60 A of current to the system. For a total of 64 coils, we use 4 controller boards and each unit is connected to the workspace using a circular power connector, as shown in Fig. 12(i) . For the larger platform, a total of 121 coils were controlled using 8 controller boards. An Arduino Uno microcontroller is used to communicate with each controller board using I2C signals. The microcontroller is connected to a CPU with an Intel Core i7-4771 (3.50 GHz) processor and 16 GB RAM. All computations are performed using MATLAB and the commands are sent to the controller boards through the Arduino microcontroller interface.
The robots used for the experiments are 3.125-mm diameter and 0.79-mm thick neodymium disc magnets. These magnets are of grade N52 and magnetized through their thickness. Multiple robots can move independently in this workspace provided they are approximately 15 mm (R I robot ) apart at all times. If they get closer than that, they repel/attract each other, affecting the robot's behavior if they are not in their equilibrium states. The motion of the robots are controlled by controlling the direction and magnitude of currents in the coils in the vicinity of the robot, as discussed in Section II.
The 45 mm × 45 mm view of the workspace is captured [see Fig. 12(iii) ] using an overhead CCD camera (FL3-U3-13E4C-C, FLIR Integrated Imaging Solutions Inc.). The possible waypoints in the workspace are plotted on the image and the robots are identified using background subtraction and Hough transform techniques. Each robot is also colored white or red to improve the image detection algorithm accuracy. With these image processing algorithms and MATLAB's Image Acquisition toolbox, the vision system is able to run at 13 frames per second.
B. Validation Experiments
The first set of experiments conducted were to validate the models of the system presented in Section II. It was confirmed that the magnetic robots have two types of static stable equilibrium points in the workspace: 1. the center of a coil when its attracting the robot, which we will refer to as the center; and 2. the midpoint of the common diagonal of any four coils, which we refer to as the diagonal. This was validated by manually perturbing the robot after it reaches the equilibrium point after either a center or diagonal move and checking if the robot returns to its equilibrium position [see Fig. 13(a), (b) , and Supplemental Video 2] . Also, the R I coil influence region was measured for which the stable equilibrium is maintained for the task and is shown in Fig. 13(c) .
The centering equilibrium point can qualitatively withstand larger perturbation forces because of the local strength of the field holding the robot in the center when compared to field applied to create a diagonal equilibrium point. The diagonal point is a result of four coils being activated which are pushing the robot away from each other. Although there are four coils, only eight traces are involved in actively pushing the robot, resulting in a weaker equilibrium point. The centering coil has sixteen traces pushing the robot to the center. This makes the diagonal equilibrium point more susceptible to errors from disturbances or uncertainties in the workspace.
The applied magnetic force to the robots is directly proportional to the current in the coil. The current can vary from 0 to 1 A. The robot can move due to currents as low as 2.5 mA for a grade N52 disc magnet, but is slow and has a tendency to get stuck or deviate from its desired trajectory in the presence of external forces. At higher currents, the robots move faster to their equilibrium positions due to higher gradient fields and have better static equilibrium strength. However, the range R I coil of the coils does not change as much with increased current due to the inverse square relationship of the field strength with the distance from the coil. Supplemental Video 3 shows examples of a robot moving from a diagonal waypoint to a center waypoint as well as the robot moving from a center waypoint to a diagonal waypoint.
Hence, the motion of the robot is well characterized for the wTS states used in the LTL code. The wTS states here are local equilibrium points generated from potential fields generated from the coil. The currents in the coils around the robot generates potentials which result in forces as described in Fig. 3 . If the robot does not reach the local equilibrium point at the point of feedback, the motion control keeps the coils switched on longer and waits for the robot to eventually reach the equilibrium state. The values of the currents used to reach the equilibrium states for the validation tests are shown at the bottom of Fig. 13 .
The robots themselves interact between each other due to their magnetization. This influence region between the robots R I robot can be reduced by using lower grade magnetic robots. For example, our experiments showed that a N52 grade robot can have an R I robot up to 20 mm while a N42 grade robot has a R I robot of 15 mm. Demagnetization of the robots can reduce their influence regions (R I robot ) but it will also affect the performance of the robot since their influence from the surrounding coils R I coil is diminished due to their reduced magnetization.
C. Multirobot LTL Experiments
An experiment of two robots moving in the workspace using the LTL planning algorithm presented in Section IV is illustrated in Fig. 14 and in Supplemental Video 4. Here, we consider two robots where the assigned LTL-based task is goal locations 88 and 42 are shown as red color , 88 and 25 are shown as green color , and 24 and 12 are shown as blue color in Fig. 15(a) . The LTL-based task is described in (12) . In words, this LTL-based task requires the following: a) the red robot to move back and forth between locations c 88 and c 42 infinitely often; b) the green robot to move back and forth between locations c 88 and c 24 infinitely often; c) the blue robot to move back and forth between locations c 24 and c 12 infinitely often; d) all robots to avoid the obstacles in the workspace. Figs. 15 and 16 show the prefix and suffix at the same states as shown in case study II in Section V-B, Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. From the experimental trajectories, it is confirmed that the robots maintained the minimum spacing distance while avoiding the obstacles to reach the respective goals. These results are also shown in Supplemental Video 4.
D. Advanced Multirobot Experiments
A series of advanced multirobot experiments have been conducted to explore the capabilities of the system and an actual assembly task. The results of some of these are shown in Fig. 17 . First, we consider an experiment of four robots moving independently in the workspace. The task is for the four robots to move clockwise to the starting location of the next robot. The starting positions, intermediate, and final paths of the robots are shown in Fig. 17(a)-(c) , respectively.
The ability of this system to conduct an assembly task has also been demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 17(d)-(f) . In this experiment, two robots fitted with three-dimensional (3-D) printed end-effectors were used to assemble two hexagonal parts. The end-effector and the assembly parts were both printed using the Connex 350 (Stratasys Ltd.) printer with Vero white material. The robots were able to sequentially push the parts to the assembly location. The paths for the robots were specified on the basis of the positions of the parts. Here, this system cannot control the orientation of the robot, however, position control was sufficient to position and orient the parts to form the required assembly. Supplemental Video 4 also shows the results from these advanced multirobot experiments.
E. Discussion
The robots deviate from in their planned paths at times during the experiments, as highlighted for example in Fig. 14. This can be partially attributed to the external forces on the robot due to other robots present in the arena even though they maintain a distance greater than R I robot . The original R I robot was determined while the robots were at rest experiencing static friction. Once the robots start moving, the R I robot value increases due to the presence of dynamic friction, that is lower than the static friction, under the robots. Additionally, small differences between the coils due to fabrication limitations also contribute to errors. In the case of path deviations, as highlighted in Fig. 14 , the feedback control, which runs at 3 Hz, is designed to bring the robot back to its desired waypoint. Another potential cause for errors is the assumption that the net magnetization direction is through the center of the robots; a small offset in the net magnetization can affect the position of the robot at the equilibrium. There can also be a significant impact to the image processing-based tracking accuracy due to small changes in the workspace which can affect the background subtraction algorithm. Therefore, the tolerance for reaching a goal location is fixed at 0.5 mm. It should also be noted that currently the closed-loop path involves only position control of the robot and not orientation control at this time. Nevertheless, this type of multirobot planning and control will be useful in future micromanipulation applications, such as those that require efficient, sequential, and cyclic assembly of microscale components.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel control framework for teams of magnetic microrobots that need to accomplish temporal micromanipulation tasks. An optimal control synthesis algorithm was developed to construct discrete plans that satisfy the assigned tasks. The key idea was to combine an existing optimal control synthesis approach with a novel method to reduce the state-space of the transition system that models robot mobility, so that the planning algorithm scales to larger planning problems. Two case studies were presented in simulation to show the efficacy of this approach in terms of its ability to handle largescale planning problems that cannot be solved using existing optimal control techniques. A new diagonal static equilibrium point in the local magnetic field control substrate was identified. Control validation experiments for the workspace static equilibrium points were presented followed by experiments with a team of two magnetic microrobots executing motion plans from the developed algorithm. This is the first experimental demonstration of LTL-based multimicrorobot control using local magnetic fields. We showed that the robots are able to satisfy the LTL specifications while also respecting the physical constraints for interrobot spacing in the workspace. This is the first step in using large teams of independently controlled magnetic microrobots for efficient, temporal micromanipulation task planning.
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